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Its important to test our Jyotish principles on charts. Lets analyze how Tithi Pravesha
has indicated the events in 2009 year. Tithi Pravesha chart is very new method of analyzing
chart to the astrological world and was brough to us by our Param Guru Sanjay Rath
(www.srath.com).
This chart shows all events which will happen in one-year time and its calculation is
based on birth-tithi. So we have every new Tithi Pravesha chart for every year. Hora Lord
and Vara lord are very important to analyze in this chakra as they show our focus and
energy/health respectively. This is very suitable choice for those who want to predict smaller
periods like months predictions.
Tithi Pravesha should be analyzed just like Rasi chart with few additions like
comparing TP-Lagna to Janma Lagna. Whats interesting, we can compress the dasa to oneyear time and predict events; for this we are advised to use Tithi-Ashtottari but also Narayana
and Vimshottari Dasa.
Surya Pravesha Chakra shows karmayoga whilst Tithi Pravesha shows all the
blessings and curses during the year. You can analyze:
• Navamsa chart
• Surya transit/gochara in kona to TP-Arudhas
• Mrtyubhagas
Others[natal]:
• Tithi shows how much personal energy is going into your life
• Accidents can happen in tithies who’s lord is badly placed from 4L in D1/D16
• One goes to abode of Mantra Deva if tithi lord of demise has yuti or rasi drsti
with 5L and with nakshatra lord per shoola chakra
• Punya tithi is lorded by strongest planet aspecting by rasi drsti the fifth lord
• Vara and tithi tattvas are enemical therefore lording by same planet cause
problems; but if the tattva (of tithi vs vara) is enemical its best following neutral
• Tithi lord should be analysed in Muhurta
• Dwipuskara punya is when vara,tithi,nakshatra are lorded by agni (agni vara,
agni tithi) and its dosha if day or/and tithi is Saturday or Bhadra/Purna
• Natives being born on a) Saptami b) Chaturdasi c) Dasami d) Dwadasi e)
Ekadasi f) Navami g) Ashtami h) Purnima i) Amavasya have problems in dasas
of a) Surya b) Chandra c) Mangala d) Budha e) Guru f) Shukra g) Shani h)
Rahu i) Ketu
• Tithi Jyotirlinga shows cause of rebirth
• Tithi is included in choosing muhurta to initiate Mahavidya Sadhana
• Remedies related to Rahu should be performed on Janma Tithi
• Based on Tithi disposition in bhavas we give remedies based on Arudhapada
• Tithi Ghatak is crucial in relationship Jyotish
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Example 1:

Hora lord: Jupiter
Vara lord: Sun

worshpied deities
Vishnu
Bhuvaneshvari
Ananga (God of love) with Rati
Ganesha
Saraswati
Shiva with Nagaraj
Sun
Bal-Gopal
Rama
Vijaya, Chamundi
fast
Brhaspati
Shiva Linga
Krishna as Satya-Narayan Om
Tat Sat
Kali

Vimsottari Dasa:
Maha Dasas:
Mars: 2008-10-27 (18:07:29) - 2008-11-17 (10:28:10)
Rah: 2008-11-17 (10:28:10) - 2009-01-10 (4:07:42)
Jup: 2009-01-10 (4:07:42) - 2009-02-26 (22:29:49)
Sat: 2009-02-26 (22:29:49) - 2009-04-24 (1:54:56)
Merc: 2009-04-24 (1:54:56) - 2009-06-13 (2:04:32)
Ket: 2009-06-13 (2:04:32) - 2009-07-02 (20:56:44)
Ven: 2009-07-02 (20:56:44) - 2009-08-31 (3:11:37)
Sun: 2009-08-31 (3:11:37) - 2009-09-17 (18:16:54)
Moon: 2009-09-17 (18:16:54) - 2009-10-17 (3:43:51)

DASAS IN GREEN.
NATIVE STARTED SERIOUS RELATIONSHIP IN FEBRUARY 2009. JUPITER
Jupiter although in sixth house being the lord of Darapada and aspecting Shani the seventh
lord is qualified to give serious relationship. We should not neglect the sixth house placement
which shows that native didn’t prefer any entering into relationship in that time. Sixth house
also shows all the troubles from the roommate which were directly connected to new
relationship. So A7 lord in sixth having argali on 4L shows exactly this event. Vara lord being
Jupiter in sixth shows that there will be many quarrels around the time of new relation (12
from Chandra). Its important to note that Lagnesh is in seventh house with the lord of
Upapada. Again eight lord conjunction shows obstacles in the form of suspicions which was
threating the sustanence of relationship. Upapada is in Kumbha (partner has Thula Lagna).
Venus aspecting 3H from UL shows that the partner is youngest. Altough these details are
best seen from Natal chart the Tithi Pravesha wasn’t off the mark.
NATIVE HAD A LOT OF DENTITION PROBLEM AROUND NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
2008. RAHU. Rahu shows viral problems and classics often refers to seventh bhava which
can damage dentition. Rahu is eight lord – disease; karaka is Rahu – viral problem; Seventh
house shows dentition. Moon being the moolatrikona lord of Badhaka sthana shows that this
problem will be hard to cure and it demanded around tenth doctor visits.

NATIVE HAS GAINED LOT OF ELECTRONIC GEARS INCLUDING NEW COMPUTER.
VENUS. Venus shows conveyances in Ketu sign – computers; being forth lord confirms this
also very well.
NATIVE HAD LOT OF FINANCIAL PROBLEMS DURING TP YEAR. Sun neecha afflicting
tenth lord with 8L in second bhava as Shani – daridra karaka is a clear dictum for moneywise
challenges.
NATIVE WAS RECOGNIZED IN HIS SKILLS BY RELEASING MATERIALS RELATED.
MOON. As this is more connected to fame than rajayoga (influence/resources/controlling) the
Moon has shown the event and by being in seventh it makes person recognizable (Jaimini
Upadesa).

Example 2:

Hora Lord: Ve (Upapada lord).
Vara Lord: Me

Merc: 2008-01-28 (6:04:39) - 2008-03-18 (10:49:32)
Ket: 2008-03-18 (10:49:32) - 2008-04-08 (12:00:02)
Ven: 2008-04-08 (12:00:02) - 2008-06-06 (2:49:21)
Sun: 2008-06-06 (2:49:21) - 2008-06-24 (18:14:34)
Moon: 2008-06-24 (18:14:34) - 2008-07-24 (2:29:14)
Mars: 2008-07-24 (2:29:14) - 2008-08-13 (10:44:37)
Rah: 2008-08-13 (10:44:37) - 2008-10-05 (9:33:28)
Jup: 2008-10-05 (9:33:28) - 2008-11-21 (1:57:25)
Sat: 2008-11-21 (1:57:25) - 2009-01-16 (7:13:34)

This is the chart of the partner. Upapada lord is with Budha showing lover’s Mithuna
Lagna. 2H from Upapada being with Mangal yuti Shatrupada shows many quarrels related to
person with another Mithuna Lagna (roommate).
STARTING RELATIONSHIP. BUDHA. Budha is with Shukra – lord of Upapada and in
Mahadasa can give it effects fully. As Budha is in Mithuna Lagna it can surely bring kamaayana event.
NEW JOB RAHU. Rahu being in fifth (new job) with Surya (new job) points the event very
clear again.

Example 3:

Vara Lord: Mars
Hora Lord: Mercury

Mars: 2008-09-17 (0:33:13) - 2008-10-07 (15:42:40)
Rah: 2008-10-07 (15:42:40) - 2008-11-29 (15:22:43)
Jup: 2008-11-29 (15:22:43) - 2009-01-15 (9:04:09)
Sat: 2009-01-15 (9:04:09) - 2009-03-12 (18:20:37)
Merc: 2009-03-12 (18:20:37) - 2009-05-02 (2:29:36)
Ket: 2009-05-02 (2:29:36) - 2009-05-23 (10:09:31)
Ven: 2009-05-23 (10:09:31) - 2009-07-21 (1:32:04)
Sun: 2009-07-21 (1:32:04) - 2009-08-07 (22:38:54)
Moon: 2009-08-07 (22:38:54) - 2009-09-06 (11:54:11)

This is the chart of the roommate of the person from the first example. Again Jupiter in
sixth – quarrels. Normally Jupiter in sixth takes away the enmity as given by classics like
Parasara Hora and Praśna Marga, but not if lording A6 or with A8. Budha hora lord is with
A6 too and Mars (Varesh) in forth house bring disturbances at home related to relationships
(Shukra yuti). As there is Lagnesh with Subhapati (Moon dispositor) it shakes person’s
satisfaction in a big way and person will feel betrayed (forth house issues). Ketu in Lagna
bringing fifth and ninth karakatva into life brought lot of changes related to direction, guides
and morality. Budha with Surya in human sign in third brought a lot of recognition related to
writing articles and Mangal as Varesh being tenth lord brought new job. Lets analyze the
dasa.

NEW JOB MOON. TRAINING SUN. STARTED APPLICATION VENUS Sun having argala
on eleventh and fifth being in third surely brings one into improving skills. Moon being with
fifth lord and tenth lord is fully qualified to give new job. Venus will give effects of Mangal and
in Shukra dasa person has entered into corporation. So directly Shukra and Mangal gave
important initations of career life, whilst Surya brought training being beside tenth lord yoga.
In Narayana dasa it was Vrscika Mahadasa – fifth house. This clearly shows how Tithi
Pravesha is precise.
Example 4

Lets see how Tithi Pravesha can show relative’s fortune. Mother of native with the chart
above has been operated related to eye.
• Forth bhava has Shani which is maraka to forth house
• Lord of forth house is in Maraka bhava (second) with sixth lord
• Surya and Shukra brings eye disease, and tenth lord (eyes) from forth is in second
house from Lagna (Lagna is Satya and always shows objects/elements/parts) even for
relatives). Second/Surya/Tenth lord clearly shows eyes, whilst maraka/sixth
lord/second house and Shani shows ailment.
• As the twelfth from the forth shows recovery, Mangal yuti third house (twelfth from the
forth) shows operation as the means. As its also badhakesh with node from the forth
house the operation was repeated.

Example 5:

This is the same person’s chart, but previous Tithi Pravesha chart (before birthday).
STARTING NEW RELATIONSHIP SHANI.
As in previous examples the dasa was connected to Shukra, Darapada and Upapada.
Analyzing Shani dasa we will find again that its:
• Lord of A7
• Yuti Upapada
• Yuti Shukra
Very to the point.
Hopefully with this article I have contributed to yours appreciation of Tithi Pravesha Chart –
tool of Vedanga Jyotisha. My pranams to my Jyotish Teacher Visti Larsen.
Reference: Brhat Nakshatra – Sanjay Rath

Om Tat Sat

